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A selection of our innovation highlights
Combining imaging modalities

Enabling Model Based System Engineering

Challenge: transform a regular Spectral CT gantry into
a moving gantry so that it can be combined with an
Angio system in one room and procedure.

Challenge: support Philips businesses in transition to
Model Based System Engineering (MBSE), improving
efficiency of design and development of portfolio.

Solution: end-to-end rails development and gantry
modifications to make the gantry suitable for its new
application on rails. Providing flexibility to position
the both systems where needed.

Solution: define framework to support all major
E2E system engineering activities (requirements, risk,
test and verification) and a SysML-based modeling
approach.

Result: efficient workflow and patient friendly
procedure.

Result: efficient product and platform development
due to fully digitalized data. Learnings, methods and
tools are captured to further introduce MBSE in Philips.

Connecting Industrial Internet of Things

Improving clinical decision support

Challenge: translate collected data from factory
equipment into valuable dashboards and (real-time)
reports to optimize efficiency of the factory equipment.

Challenge: provide platform to visualize sleep insights
of cardiac patients to create customized care plan that
factor in cross-conditional analysis.

Solution: create digital architecture for factory-wide
data backbone – connected to cloud via Industrial IoT.

Solution: design and development of clinical decision
support system: fully integrated end-to-end solution
with standard clinical interfaces and hospital electronic
medical record.

Result: cloud connected production floor equipment
in medical device factory. Online data collection and
state of the art reporting tools enable manufacturing
cost reduction.

Result: empower cardiologist to view patient OSA
compliance, sleep insights and activities. This (pilot)
solution enables cross-conditional analysis for hospitals.
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